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FAX deployment status

Recent site addition: RO-07-NIPNE

Some sites limit rates to/from FAX (with Proxy servers) 

3 problem sites:

● Working with CSCS currently (slow response)
● NDGF-T1 (just re-enabled yesterday)
● Nikhef (NL Tier1) - no response since privacy issue

Goal reached !   >96% files 
covered



FAX status: simple direct access
● Stable 
● No load issues
● Monitoring change 

for EU “privacy” 
caused 3 sites to 
unplug (1 has since 
rejoined - SARA)

● Most EU sites still 
report to US

blue: SE offline
red: FAX door offline

Should these be dropped from FAX?

Status of the direct access service during last week



“Downstream” access (status for last week) 
{file discovery via cloud or global redirector}
FAX redirectors at CERN moved to AI 
infrastructure:

● this breaks downstream redirection
● the change requires sites to 

restart their endpoint
● this is important since overflow jobs 

get the files through downstream 
redirection

We would like to ask sites to pay a bit 
more attention to status of their FAX 
endpoints. 

Please don’t ignore automatic or personal 
mails.

While we don’t ask for 24/7 service, 
multiple days without a service are hurting 
the system.

Blue: SE offline (OK)
Red: FAX door offline or downstream redirection 
not working; a simple re-start would fix! 

candidates for exclusion



Monitoring situation

● EU sites have started to send monitoring data to the CERN collector 

○ Thanks to Igor Pelevanyuk current state may be seen here: http://dashb-

xrootd-comp.cern.ch/cosmic/ATLASmigrationMonitoring/ (most EU sites 

still send to US)

● Still a lot of effort needed by FAX and dashboard teams to make summary 

and detailed monitoring match (its a long chain from site to dashboard):

○ http://dashb-ai-621.cern.ch/cosmic/DB_ML_Comparator/ 

● Started deeper analysis of Panda job info data transported into Hadoop at 

CERN.

● Further improvements in Fax Status Board (http://waniotest.appspot.com/)

http://dashb-xrootd-comp.cern.ch/cosmic/ATLASmigrationMonitoring/
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http://dashb-xrootd-comp.cern.ch/cosmic/ATLASmigrationMonitoring/
http://dashb-ai-621.cern.ch/cosmic/DB_ML_Comparator/
http://dashb-ai-621.cern.ch/cosmic/DB_ML_Comparator/
http://dashb-ai-621.cern.ch/cosmic/DB_ML_Comparator/
http://waniotest.appspot.com/


Panda WAN modes

● Failover
In the case stage-in fails due to a temporary SE related problem, the pilot will re-attempt the 
stage-in a second time after a few minutes. If that fails as well, the pilot has the option to 
attempt stage-in from a remote SE using FAX.

● Overflow
When deciding where to broker a task, JEDI can estimate that it is better to send it to a site 
that does not have the input data and let it read from FAX, rather than let it sit in the queue of 
the site that has the data. Limited to analysis queues.

● Explicit overflow
If a user explicitly requires CE that does not have the input data, the task will be brokered to 
that CE and FAX used to get the data.



Site controls

Failover (*)
Setup per Panda queue using two 
AGIS fields:

● allowfax=True will enable FAX 
retries.

● faxredirector sets the FAX 
access point to be used. For 
optimal performance it should be 
set to the site’s closest redirector.

(*) Enabled by default for all Panda queues March 2014

Overflow
Other queue settings:

● wansinklimit** - limits the 
bandwidth that jobs overflown to 
the site can use.

● wansourcelimit** - limits the 
bandwidth that site’s FAX 
endpoint can deliver to jobs 
overflown elsewhere.

** zero value turns off overflow in that direction.



JEDI brokering
● Chooses a possible alternative queue 

based on weights defined by the 
“busyness” of the queue, possible input 
dataset replicas, and the network cost 
(as determined by the “cost matrix” 
discussed yesterday)

FAX endpoint used 
JEDI sets a variable “source site” for each job, 
but for a technical reason the actual FAX 
access endpoint used comes from the 
faxredirector value set for the destination 
queue (uses FAX redirection) 

Limit enforcement
JEDI first sends 10 “scout” jobs. When all of 
them finish it calculates average per job 
bandwidth used.

Only sends more jobs if the limit is expected 
not to be breached.

This is an approximate BW usage estimate; 
thus site WAN limits are considered to be 
conservative since:

● Lag between cost matrix measurement 
and job start

● Can’t predict how fast jobs will start 
running

Overflow - technical details



Failover performance

● Running since March 
2014.

● In average ~100 
failover jobs/hour of 
which half finish 
correctly (reasons: 
simple job failure, or 
lack of a replica at 
another site)  

● There is a standing 
task to get the failover 
monitor in Dashboard.  

Number of jobs that failed over (all queues) - month

saved
could not be saved



Enabling Overflow

Our goal: have 5-10% of all the jobs use WAN access, before Run 2. 
Have at least 50% of the CPU efficiency of regular jobs.  Have similar 
error rates.  

ANALY_AGLT2_SL6 ANALY_INFN-T1

ANALY_CONNECT ANALY_IN2P3-CC

ANALY_BU_ATLAS ANALY_MPPMU

ANALY_MWT2_SL6 ANALY_DESY-HH

ANALY_OU_OCHEP ANALY_BNL_SHORT

ANALY_SLAC ANALY_BNL_LONG

ANALY_SFU ANALY_QMUL_SL6

Queues currently accepting overflow jobs:

Overflows started mid August, first in US only.
All the sites were both delivering data and 
accepting overflow jobs.

Now includes some CA, EU sites. 

Most EU sites are not set to serve as the data 
source. Proceeding one-by-one to check for 
load issues and job failures. 

Started with UK, next week FR cloud.



Enabling Overflow (cont.) 

● BNL just added the reverse proxy at 40Gbps. This was needed to avoid 
saturation of their firewall by the incoming FAX traffic to their WNs.  Working well, 
and surprisingly accepting lots of overflow jobs from others sites.

● As new sites are enabled, new issues are found and fixed:
○ New/existing DDM endpoints not being exported (to FAX)
○ Misconfigured site falsely reported data availability, causing jobs to fail
○ Two issues in pilot are being addressed by Paul, should be fixed during this 

week (optimizing Xrootd setup; xrdcp timeout settings - large files)  
● Issues affecting delivery of the cost matrix data

○ SSB was offline for two days
○ HC issues related to Rucio deployment



Overflow data flow patterns
so
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Linewidth is proportional to 
log(number of jobs) 
between a source and 
destination.

Plot is integral over last 4 
months, so sites that got 
recently added show small 
values.

As expected largest source 
was BNL. Destinations 
roughly equally 
represented.



Rate of Overflow

regular overflow

jobs per hour 4810 1010  17%

overflow jobs
regular jobs

These and following plots are:
● for queues with overflow enabled
● from last the week. As soon as all the queues are 

overflowing I will make longer time plots.



Job rates per site - interesting

RegularOverflow



Job efficiency

regular overflow

job efficiency 80% 73%

some sites handle overflow jobs 
better than others.

correlated with cost matrix and
large-file timeouts



Job failures by exit code

These are data access failures; we can improve here 
(e.g. timeout settings, network improvements).

The rest are not related to overflow.
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CPU efficiency

Strong dependence on job mix (user 
code).

Jobs with TTreeCache have roughly the 
same efficiency as local jobs. 

The move to new versions of ROOT and 
xAODs format should improve CPU 
efficiency considerably.



Overflow scaling 
IO bandwidth: aggregate max of 9 
GB/s for 14 enabled queues.
Modest bandwidth usage so far.

# running overflow jobs 
(max 4000)

# GB processed by overflow jobs
(600 TB in week)



Conclusions

FAX infrastructure

● Deployment is essentially finished ( > 96% files are accessible)
● Stable running for 100% failover deployment and 14 overflow-enabled analysis queues.

○ Expect overflow to scale with 100% of queues since: a) the US cloud has at full scale sees little 
impact, and b) as new queues are enabled more BW capacity is added.

● Preparing for a new xrootd release; improve accounting (dashboard checking)

Enabling Overflow

● There is a need for it - according to JEDI brokering
● Expect to see issues as new queues are added; also queue-level tuning is needed (initially)
● At the scale of 500-2000 finished jobs per hour not a serious load on the infrastructure.
● Brokering decisions could be analyzed to determine optimal tuning (analytics).
● CPU efficiency will improve with the adoption of the new ROOT release and switch to xAOD


